Verified.Me: General Overview
Today, verifying who you are online can be hard. It sometimes takes too
long and you may have to share too much information. Many sites want
a username and password – sometimes even selfies or pictures of our
driver’s licence.
And you may have to wait days or weeks to be verified. There has to be a
better way!
And now there is.
Verified.Me is the new and secure Canadian service that helps you verify your identity, so you can get things
done quickly online, in person and on the phone 1.
Verification is based on information you’ve already shared with organizations you trust – like your financial
institution.
Meet Alana.
Alana has a lot on the go. She works long hours and juggles a busy lifestyle. Her time is valuable.
It’s inconvenient for her to compile lots of documents and go in person to register for services she should be able
to conveniently arrange online or over the phone.
She wants to get things done fast, and with Verified.Me, she can!
Alana is thinking of making a big purchase and wants to check her credit score.
She simply connects a credit bureau to her Verified.Me profile and is then able to quickly get the information she needs.
Alana wants to register to use her insurance provider’s website and mobile app.
Using Verified.Me, she authorizes her financial institution to share the requested information privately and
securely with the insurance company, and she is able to register quickly.
With Verified.Me, Alana can safely and securely link new Connections to her profile quickly and share her
personal information from those Connections to help verify her identity right from her smartphone.
Verified.Me brings it all together. It’s that simple.
Verified.Me is a service offered by SecureKey Technologies Inc. The Verified.Me service was developed in
cooperation with seven of Canada’s major financial institutions – BMO, CIBC, Desjardins, National Bank of
Canada, RBC, Scotiabank and TD – along with our innovation partners, using strong security protocols and
having privacy at the core.
The Verified.Me network continues to evolve, with new identity providers and service providers joining frequently
to make your life easier.
With Verified.Me, your personal information is never shared without your consent.
You always stay in control by choosing when to share your information and with whom, reducing oversharing of
personal information in order to access the services you want.
Verified.Me - Your identity in your control.
To learn more visit www.verified.me
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Some features not yet available

